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South River Technologies Launches Cloud Edition of

Cornerstone MFT

Popular Cornerstone MFT Server Is Now Available in the AWS Marketplace

ANNAPOLIS, MD--(Marketwired - Apr 29, 2014) -  South River Technologies, Inc. (SRT), an

innovator in secure file transfer, has announced the launch of its popular Cornerstone MFT Server

Cloud Edition. Cornerstone secures vital business data while it is stored and transferred.

Running Cornerstone MFT in Amazon's Cloud provides numerous benefits. Using a pre-built AMI,

set up is simple and there are minimal up-front costs. Cornerstone Cloud customers are charged a

low monthly fee for the software and are charged only for the Amazon server resources that they

use. This provides customers with a predictable and manageable cost basis upon which to run their

company software and eliminates expensive hardware purchases. Users can terminate the contract

at any time without penalty.

"By eliminating the need to purchase their own hardware, customers realize significant cost savings

and free up human resources tasked with managing the hardware," says Michael Ryan, CEO of

South River Technologies. "The elasticity of storage and bandwidth avoids the age old problem of

having to over procure hardware to meet peak loads. In addition, the upfront cost of software is

significantly reduced."

For more information on Cornerstone MFT Cloud Edition, now available in the AWS Marketplace,

call 410-266-0667 or visit

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B00IPR2KGC/ref=srh_res_product_title?ie=UTF8&sr=0-

3&qid=1396554302199 .

About South River Technologies 

South River Technologies is an innovator in secure file management software. The Company's

software allows users to access, manage, and share files over the Internet in order to automate and

streamline business processes and enhance productivity. SRT's products enhance customers'

existing applications by instantly enabling secure access within those applications. More than 80,000

customers in 125 countries use SRT's software to make remote file access and collaboration more

efficient for their customers, partners, and distributed workforce. For more information, please visit

www.southrivertech.com.
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